
 

 

TagMaster North America installs RFID system for Martin Army Medical Center at Fort 
Benning, Georgia  
TagMaster RFID Systems provides secure vehicle parking access for Military and Medical personnel 

  Tacoma, WA | September 2017 –TagMaster North America, Inc., the 
leading provider of identification solutions was installed at Martin 
Army Medical Center for high security parking garage access. 

Ensuring secure and efficient vehicle access was essential for military 

and medical providers at Martin Army Medical Center and part of 

the new construction and design project issued by the Department 

of Defense. Data transmission using TagMaster's LR Series readers 

and tags are highly secure, encrypted and unique. Military and 

Medical officials needed to be assured that the vehicle tags in 

circulation could not be intercepted or duplicated in order to 

maintain OPSEC (operational security) on post or interfere with post 

security communications. 

TagMaster LR Series readers offered Frequency Hopping with 

selectable channels to prevent interference and with a highly 

directional RF field, provide precise and immediate verification when 

identifying vehicle tags. Staff with assigned vehicle tags are now able 

to securely and reliably gain garage access without needing to stop, 

roll down their windows and present the tag. TagMaster Identification 

Solutions are completely hands-free and provide peace for mind for drivers. "The Tagmaster system was incredibly easy to 

install. The programming was very user friendly and simple to adjust to our customers very specific needs. Fuller Fire and 

Safety will definitely be ordering more of this product for our future projects!" - Jason Matheric Senior Technician, Fuller 

Fire & Safety Equipment, Inc. 

 Further complimenting the system is TagMaster North America's ACTS Essential standalone software, powered by ArmID,  

secures the database directly in the reader and triggers the HySecurity barrier arms. The turnkey solution installed for Fort 

Benning allows medical staff to effectively gain access to their designated parking spots in the most efficient manner 

possible. 

"By deploying TagMaster LR series RFID systems in conjunction with ACTS Essential software, parking operations are able to 

increase security compliance and have better transparency", noted Ali Khaksar, President of TagMaster North America, Inc. 

"As security concerns and threats pose issues for access control applications, it becomes more important than ever to 

choose a proven and reliable solution such as TagMaster". 

TagMaster North America, Inc. is the leading provider of Identification Solutionsfor Automated Vehicle Identification (AVI) and rail bound 
transportation. Collective technologies provide convenient and reliable platforms for applications throughout the Americas. TagMaster 
North America’s breadth of Identification Solutions are able to increase security, decrease environmental impact and add value to 
actualize and simplify vehicle access control for a wide array of projects.For more information on TagMaster products, support and 
services, visit www.TagMasterNA.com or contact us at info@TagMasterNA.com | P: 253-238-1421 
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